
                                     MOUNAIME ILYAS
                                   2 rue simone signoret, appt 212
                                    76800-Saint-Etienne de Rouvray

March 20th,2014

Object : Application for a three -month internship at New York university

Dear Mr SHASHA

I am writing concerning any position of Mathematics Analyst in New York 
University. I heard that you have already offered an internship to my both 
collegues Wang and El Hachfa who are with me in class,in fact they spoke to
me about you,that why I am very much interested in an intern with you 
Because it would offer an ideal opportunity to improve my knowledge of the
profession and to practise my english. 

As an Engineering Mathematics major at INSA ROUEN (National Institute of 
Applied Sciences) , I have taken a variety of courses preparing me for a 
career in Mathematics and Information technology. Currently in the first year 
on an engineering cycle, I am learning many programming languages such as 
C and fortran and Java, which will help me to work efficiently on projects 
both in pairs and  team. 

In Mathematics, I have studied differential equation and numerical analysis... I also
took several scientific calculation courses in the last 2 years at the University of
Orléans in many applications such as Matlab,Scilab,R.
I have supplemented my education with a variety of summer jobs. Thanks to
these experiences, I have been able to express my creativity and enhance my
communication skills.

I enjoy talking with people and have extensive experience with foreign 
languages. In both academics and employment, I am self-motivated and 
dedicated. I work not only until the job is done, but also until it is well 
done.

 I can be available From june 15,2014 like the girls,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_technology


If you need further information, or if you have any questions, please feel 
free to contact me at ilyas,mounaime@insa-rouen.fr.
                 
I really hope you will take my application into consideration and look forward
to hearing from you soon.

Yours faithfully                           
                                                   MOUNAIME

                                              


